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AND Dl~NSI1'Y Ol<' STATES FUEC'riOIJS IU HOU;~CUJ ... A.R CRYSTAtS 

by I 

A. H. Francis and C. B. Harrist 

Department of Chemistry, University of California, 

and Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

· Berkeley, California 94720 

Abst:cact 

The observation of coherent triplet l"renkel excitons is reported 
in a molecular crystal 1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobenzene. The results can be 
interpreted in terms of a one-d:i.roensional model in l'Thich the largest 
intermolcc1.~~1Rr exch'3.nge interaction is associated ,.,ith the translation
ally eCJ.ui va.J.c,nt molecules along the a axis. Using the theory developed 
in the previous paper (A.H. Francis and C.B. Harris, Chern. Phys. Letters 
_, XXX (19'{1 )] , the bandwidth, coherence length and density of states 
functions have been determined from a zero field optically detected 
micrmvave experiment for the lmvest triplet band in tetrachlorobenzene 
at temperatures belo\v 4. 2° K. 

t Alfred P. Sloan Fcllm., 
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1. Introcluct:i.o:1 

ular 

'rhe \H:.:e.J.l:.h of C::xpcrimental dat-a on t:d.plr-c:t Fre:.tl:el exciton::: in nolcc

crystaJ s is t1'uJy impressive. (l) · Despite this fact relatively little 

is expe:rimenta.lly lmo-vm about the d;yr..omics of cxci ton :migration at lavr 

temperatures. A f1.mdOJr.enta.l prediction of energy transport at sufficiently 

101'1 temperatures is that the migration of triplet exci tons should be cle-

scribed by the grov.p velocity of the delocalized states of the molecular . . 

crystal. (
2

) This description, t..nmm as coherent migration, has associ-

atcd with it an implicit lifetime of an exciton of l·Tave ve~tor k knmm 

as the coherence. lifetime~. t(k), and a coherence le1lc,ath, t, over "'hich 

the exciton state is delocalized. In the simplest terms, the coherence 

length is related to the group velocity vG(R), as 

. c 
G t < v (k)•-r(k), (1) 

any may be thought of as· the distance between scattering centers vrhich 

destroys the coherence of the wave packet. Theories describing exciton 

migration must therefore concern themselves with, among other things,· 

the nature of exciton-scattering site interactions. ( 3, 4, 5,6) At lrn'l 

temperatures the density of localized molecular vibrations and lattice 

phonons is expected to become lm'l; thus, the length betv1een scattering· 

centers '\';ould increase and, accordingly, .. the coherence lifetime rlould 
I 

become long. Under these conditions coherence 1night be detected in 

triplet excitons via a microwave experiment. 
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In the previous p~~per(7) vre developed rt. thc01·y for m:i.Ci.'O\ro.vc tr::.n..Gi-

tion:; betvr..:en the tr1 plc~t exciton b::.r::ds associated ui th the m~g!letic sub-· 

levels ln the one-d:i.meJ.wional co.se vihere the coh~~ronce lifetime 1·ms l.onc;er 

than the intrinsic time scale associn:tcd v1ith the micrmrave frequency, i.e., 

-r(k) > ft/ 6E(k), (2) 

\-!here &(k) is the energy separation bet.>-:een the n1ar.;netic sublevels of 

the triplet exd.ton band. · 

SpecificaJ~y, l·lhen Eq .• 2 is satisfied one expects to measure both 

the triplet banc'hddth, 26r, and the density of states functions for 

the exciton band. In this col!liDunication vc llill shm-r experimentally 

coherent migration of triplet excitons on a micr~wavc time scale in a 

one-dirn~nsional molecular crystal 1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobenzene at 4.2°K. 
I 

In addition, . nn approximate bandvridth and density of states function 

for the lovrest triplet state in this crystal have been determined. 

The method employed is optically detected magnetj.c resonance in 

f .·· ld(B) h . t.h . ·t •t .L> •t . . f 1 2 4 5 t t zero ~e . w ere e J.n ens~ y OJ. exc~ on em1ss~on ·rom , , , e ra-

chlorobenzene is monitored as a function of micrmrave frequency. 

2. Experimental 

Crystals of 1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobcnzene lihich shovr exciton emission 

at ~-. 2°K were prepared by the Bridgeman technique using material purified 

by extensive zone refinement (120 passes at 1 inch/hr). The crystals v1cre 

annealed for one v1eek at .-vl0°C belo->'1 their melting point. Crystals 
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'J'J <- S abrwr}_,:.::i.o:r; at 3711-8.2 A. 
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'j'' __ , s 
"- 0 

A siu[~le cry::_:t.::_J_ (9) .of 1, 2, 4, 5 tc~r8d.tJ.or·obe:nzene :is cut to fit 

imd.de a heJ.j_ccd ~.>J.o;'-Pavc structure :-;,:;.~~ched to a )0 n :rig:Lc1 coaxial 

line. The en tli:e atructtrre is suppOl·t~:d vertically inside a helium de1-m.r. 

A micro~·:ave S"'.Jeep generator drives a 1 we.tt broad band a1nplifier 1d1ose 

output tcr-mincttcs in the line. The sample is opU.ce.lly excited through 
o· 

the open helica.J. structure Hith a 100 -vratt Hg arc, 3100 A radiation 

being :l.solated by means of a.11 interference filter (Schott- UV-R-310). 

The phosp:1orescence is recorded at 90° an2:le from the exciting source 

0 

using a 3/4-mcter Jarrell-Ash spectro~u8ter capable of 0.15 A resolution 

0 

in first order at 3500 A. All experiJr..cnts Here recorded tmder c. v1. 

optica.l excltation and 25 cps amplitude modulation of the micrmmve 

radiation. The photomultiplier output (EMI 6256 B) vms phase detected 

at the micrm-mve modulation frequency. 

3. Results 

3.1 T1 -+ S
0 

Phosphorescence and T
1 

+- S
0 

Absorption Spectra 

The phosphorescence spectra of 1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobenzene crystals 
I 

consist of an exc5.ton origin (o,o~ 3748.2 A) and tvro trap origins 

hereafter .referred to as X (o,o~ 3'751.2 A) andY (0,0: 3755.7 A). In 

addition to the electronic origin, the phosphorescence-spectrum consicts of 

a moderately intense vibronic orJgin j_nvolving a non-totally SYJnmetric 

carbon-chlorine be:nd, and several totalJ.y symmetric progressions. The 



cxclton and Y-trap cmisnion he.ve been ob:,:erve·d by other '-rorkers; (lO) 

hu.·ICYer, the l>Crceni,.,a,r:;e of exciton O..!·.:i trap er./~::::~ion vr:.:r:~r. In our 

4. 2°K1 only 5~ being distributed equally to the X- and Y--trap sp~ctro .• 

At 3.0°K the Y.:-trap ancl exciton phosphorence are of about equal intenGity, 
I 

while Y-trap remains the same as at l~.2°K. BelO'tT 2°K the residual 

exciton phoaphorescence is extremely weak while the x.;trap phosphoren-

cence intensity is greatly increased. Intense Y-trap emission is alw·ays 

obtained from impure samples. The emif:sion continuum from a 75 '\>Tatt 

Xe high pressure short arc vras used to obtain the absorption 

spectrum. At both 1.6° and 4. 2°K the (o,o) absorption is coincident. 

with the 4.2°K emission '\orith experimental error. Partial reabsorption 

of the exciton phosphorescence origin is clearly visible within the 

line width of the transition at 4.2°K 

·Although there are tw'O molecules per unit cell in the tetrachloro

benzene space group~ll,uqlO Da.vydov splitting '\>laS resolved in the 

. T1 ~ S
0 

absorption. Given the line hal~'lidth of the (o,o) absorption 

-1 
(~3 em ) and the resolving power of our spectrometer, we can say that 

-1 
the factor group splitting is less than 1. 5 em 

3.2 The optically detected zero field microwave transitions of the X-

and Y-traps. 

The three electron spin transitions, those associated with the 

-r .... -r , -r -+ -r , and ·r -> -r , (defining the z axis as normal to the 
Z y Z X y X 

molecular plane of tetrachlol·oben?.enc), of both the X- arid Y-trups ''~ere 

\ 

. ; ,· 
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obser-ved vlith sat.isf.'::.ctory resolution monito::inG the p~:lOsp~lO!'C::{ccncc 

:i..nt':3n.sity of thC: rc:;pectivc electronic Ol'J.g:i.n.s. 'i'he values for the 

• TJ '1.1 . . ( 11) . . T ' 'I 1 srnn ilc.nn ··.on:;..2.n - are g1.ven :tn e.o. ~e • 'l'hc D + lEI 
transitions corrc3pond to increases in t.i1e phOS!)hoxescence intensi tJ', 

,.,hile the 2lE I trans:Ltion corresponds to a decre.c:.se. I•'igm·e 1 sho'tiS 

the (D - IE!) transition of the Y-trap at l.6°K. ·X· The satellites as-

sociated ,.~ith the electron spin transitiom: of the traps (cf'. Figure 1), 

·result from 35Cl and 37Cl nuclear quadrupole and hyperfine interactions 

as discm:sed j_n an earlier publication. (lJ+) 

3. 3 Optically detected zerofield mtcrovmve transitions of the magnetic 

sublevels of the triplet exciton band. 

All three optically detected mie:rovrave band-to-band transitions 

of the exciton states vrere observed vr:i.th reasonable signal to noise. 

'1\ro of these, D - lEI· and D + lEI are illustrated in Figures 2 and 

3 respectively. The important experimental features of these transi-

tions are: 

nnd 

(a) Their half widths at half height of the D + IE I , D 

and 2IEI transitions are 18 MHz, 11 NHz and 7 J.lliz, respectively. 

(b) The D + IE I and D - IE I transitions have tvro maxima 

separated by 13.5 J,iHz and 8~~ 5 1-1Hz respectively. The bro maxlma 

were not clearly resolved within the narrow·er 21 E I transitj_on. 

(c) 'l'he ::;lope on the high frequency side of the transition is 

greater th~n that on the lm.; frcqucnc;}' ['ide. 

·X The app?.ren~ dccre::u.;e in the ba:>c line: ~t ~ 35B0 t-~1?. is l'eal and 
protJ:uc:i.bJ.c. Jt occur;; :in the rc>gion of the e:<e:i.t.on b:mcl-to-l•o.nd 

cvi<lcnt.l,y re~::ults f1·om s}Jin selective cxciton-tr:1p interactio!ls. 
details of this ob~H::rvation H:i.ll be reported subsequently. (lS) .·· 

l'C

trnnsition 
'J'hc 
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(d) 'l'here arc ~ satellites serJ~trated Gt multiple3 of "'-35 J!J-Iz 

from th.e:..'e t1~ansltiCms even at the highest micrm·rave pmrer ( 20 r.·at.ts) 

available. (Not shm-m j_n the fig-u . .re.) 

(e) ~'he intensity ratio of the donble peak spectra for both the 

D + lEI and D - lEI transition shoi·T a Boltzmann behavior with 

temperature. 

(f) 'l'he line shapes obtained are essentiall:f· independent of \'Thetlwr 

or not· one detects the tra.nsi tion moni taring the exciton electronic 

origin or the vibronic origin phosphorescence. 

4. Dj.scus·sion 

4.1 1,2,4,5 Tetrachlorobenzene Crystal Structure 

· 1,2,4,5 tetrachlorobenzene crystallizes in a monoclinic space 

I 
. . (1~ 

group (P
21 

c) -vrith two molecules per unit cel.l. · At l88°K a phase 

transition occurs to a triclinic .modification, (l2) closely related in u.l'lit 

cell dimensions and molecular orientations to the high temperature mono-

clinic modification. In both structures, translationally equivalent 

molecules,_ stack very nearly plane-to'-plane along !::_, l-rith the molecular 

out-of-plane axis almost parallel vrith a. The triclinic cell dimensio!ls 

are · a = 3. 76 A, ~ 0 

b = 10.59 A, and c = 9.60 A. Since ,.,e observe no DavY-

dov splittings and because the b and c dimensions are long we have 

essentially a model for a one-dimensional exciton associated '·rith the 

translationally equivalent j_nteractio::! alo;1g the s~wrt axis a. 'l'he 

same features have been found in other halogenated aromatic molecule 

cry:::tall': such as l,ll d:ib:t.'O!lloniiphalcne and the.: p-dihalobcnzcnes by 

. (1'") . 
liochstra sscr ) nnd coworkers. 

r:;' 
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4.2 I~xcitcn :J::,J.Dd-to-B::md Hic:ro~<r<LVc 'l'ransition::; 

11.11 i'er.~.tu:r·es of the exper:i.mental rd.crmro.ve- b~1.nd"""to-bu.nd t1·ansi-

tiona so far invest:i.t;;c'1ted are consistent u:i..th a one--dimensiono.l excitcn 

micrm·:rave transjt:i.on frequency. vJe shall tl.DS1l.!G·:: :i.n:i.tiC1.ll;y- th::.t cxcito;l 

phosphor~scence obeys the selection r-u.les, & ~ 0 and k' ~ k 1 1 ~ 0. 

The flrst selection rule '·rill apply generally to both electronic and 

vibronie transitions 1 'vhile the second restricts the eJ.ectrorric origin 

to k = 0 only. Emission terminating on a grom1d state vibrational 

q_uantu.-·n may arise from all thermally populated k states of the triplet 

magnetic sublevel manifold. Assume additionally that the lifetime 

'r(k) is substantially shorter than the exciton lifetime. Under these 

circumstances, a micrmvave band-to-band transition associated \'lith some 

non-zero k value transfers population from one sublevel to another at 

a specific k. Hovrever, because 'r(k) is shorter than the exciton life

time the population is scattered to other k states, including k = 0, 

within the emission lifetime; thus the line shape of optically detected 

micrmvave transitions docs not depend on lvhether an electronic or 

vibronic origin is monitored. Only if -r(k) "\'Tere longer than rvl0- 4 

second 1-muld it be possible to see differences (o,o vs o, v) and then 

only at high micro:mve modulation frequencies ( ---1 - 10 KHz). 

'l'he lack of 3 ~'Cl and 37Cl satellites in the exciton band-tO-band 

transitions is an important characteristic which distinguishes cxcitons 

from traps. In either the hopping modei 16,l7)or in coherent migration a 

i'eo.ture of microvmve tJ~c.md tions associa:tcd .\·:ith tr:i.plet cxci tons is 
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that transitions assocta:ted l·rith nu.clear statec mu~;t vanish ldJ-=n the 

interrilolcculo.:t• interaction gives rise to an cxcha~se frequc;·,cy greatc::r: 

than the rnicrmm.vc frequency associated with exciton electron sp:i.n 
cl 

transitions. 

Utilizing the theory developed in the previous pa1'er, f3pecif:\.cally 

the relatlonship bet"\'Teen the energy· disperslon of the band and the micro·-

Have transitions, e.g., 

(k = 0 to 4 a), (3) 

"\'There 

~ 
/:::,. ST = (4) 

"\'Te can estimate the width of the microuave band-to-band transition. 

s is a spin-orbit coupling constant for a spcc:i.fic magnetic sublevel 

in 1, 2,~., 5 tetra.chlorobenzene, ~:::,.8 and L\r are half the singlet and 

triplet banclv1idths and is the separation between the triplet 

and excited si.nglet state. Reasonable values are 

(~s -~) -1 ' "-' 200 em 
(.) 

Eo ST 
_l 

(5) "' 10000 em 

~ "' 10 
-1 em 

we get 

s 
~:::,. s·r "' 2 X 10-4 em 

-1 
(6 HHz), (6) 
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'.r!ms, the viidth of the m:i..crmwve tr~u;s:Lt:i.ons 1·rould be -vl2 i··iHz. 

the half \vidths of the observed tr:-1ns:lt:ions are corw:i.stent 1·d.th reaso'"-

able vnJ.uc·s of ·the pc:.1·r~t:ete:rr:. 

The vc:.r:i.at:i.o~1 in J~Jw ouserved b2.nd -to- band t):<.msition line widtl-".s 

is attributed to .spin-o:::-hl t coupling to more th<m one m::.gnetic sublevGl. 

It is cleac that i'lithin the fre.roework of the model, the san~e relation-

ship exists bet>·TC~cl1 the observed line iddths as bet-vreen the effective 

D and IE! valuen at 1>. = 0 and k =.:trr/a. In particular, given any 

two bandvridt:b.s, the third mu.st be their sum or difference. This can 

be seen more clearly by referring to Figure lb in the previous paper. 

It is precisely this feature that allovrs the determination of the rela-

tive cunount of spin-orbit coupling to the individual sublevels. 
(18) 

The most significant feature of the spectra in Figures 2 and 3 

is the presence of tvro peaks of different intensity in each band-to-

band transition. Both of these are expected for one-dimensional excitons 

vrhere the lifetime of a k state is long compared to the roicro;-ra.ve time 

scale. The mnxiraa correE!pond to the reaxima in the density of states 

function at k "' 0 and k "'±rr/a in the first Brillouin Zone and the 

difference in heights of the t'·To maxima correspond to the Boltzmann 

fnctor across the band. The shnrp onset at k "'0 (cf. FiguTe 2 or 3) 

results because the Gaussian(l9) scattered density of states function modified 

by the Boltzmmm factor is steepest at k = 0. Using equations 22b and 23 

developed in the previous paper for the intensUy of the band-to-band 

trn.n::d.tj_oJlJ T [t-.:•Y2
(-'''] • . . ' ~. ' j J J : 

. . 
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(7) 

vlhere C · is an experimental constant, E j s related to the energy dis-

persion of the band by, 

(8a) 

or the microvrave frcqv.cncy by 

E f 6m cos l~a. 1 . 
(&) 

Refer to the previoun paper( 7) for the definition of the reduction 

factor f. DB(E) is related to a Gaussian broadened-Boltzmannized 

. •(,..'0) 
Van Hove density(;; of states D(E'), by, 

=. t·~.f-_1~11(;;-1~61' D I (E; I). ( '/1. '') [ ( v u exp -E o· exp - E - 1<~') 2ln 2/o2JdE', 
(9) 

wh;re .JeT is the Boltzmann factor, \·re note that the slope of I [&yz(E)J 
is appreciably greater around k = 0. 

Similar ratlos of the peak he5.ghts, k -" 0 vs. k -v±rr./a, for both 

micro-:mve bt:md -to-band transitions shovrn in Ficurcs 2 and 3 are observed. 

Small differences are, hm1ever, apparent and may be due to a variety of 

reasons, one being that the lifetime of the k state, -r(k), may be 

approaching the slovr exchange region il1 D - IE I transition. This may 

account in part for the lack of resolution of the 2IEI transition. If 
; 

that is so, it is best to use the D + IE I data to obtain the triplet 

bandi·d.dth since the expc1.'imcntal U.me scale is shorter. A theoretical 

fit can be obtc:.:.incJ u.D:!.n.::; the cxpcrj_rJlmt;al values for the tcmpcrc~turc (3.2°K) 
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and tfte ·interval bet;,:ccm the waxima Hhile varyinc the scattc:d.ng p:;,;:n, .• 

meter bnd be11d\d.dth. Figurer.; 2 c.ncl 3 illustro.te the agreement bct>reen 

thco:ry and experiment. The l)&ndvr:i.dtb and. scatt<:ring parameter obtained 

fron the bes!.:; fit to the D + lEI band-to-band trensition (cf. Fig. 3) 

\-lel'e used to predict the D - lEI transition ( cf. Fig. 2) and the 2IEI 
tranuition (110t :::hOi':n). The calculo.ted spectra in Figures 2 and 3 \-tcre 

4 -1 
obtained t~sir:g a scatte:cing parameter, & = 0.1 em and a triplet 

exciton band -.-ric! th, n~ 1 3 -1 c. •.. T == • em . The min:Lmmn coherence time neces-

sary for this fix is 
-9 

"' 10 sec. This corresponds to a minimum coherence 
0 

I 

.length of "' 50-100 A. The actual coherence l.ength, hm;ever, mG.y be 

longer. 

It is important to note that the same scattering parameter 5 ,-;as 

used to fit both trcmsi tions. 'l'his is reasonable because 5 should be 

a feature of the crystal states, not the ihhomogenei ty of the microwave 

transition. In all likelihood the scattering parameter has its largest 

contribution from the fact that we do not have a homogeneous sample. 

Specifically all the exciton chains are not of the same length and thus 

for any energy difference there corresponds different k values for 

chains of differing length. 
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'l'ABV~ I 

'l'r<'-P a.n::'l E:·:ci to::1 incct·..-·onic Orisins anti >ilcrm·rave 'l'r<:msi tion h:c(}ucncies 

Origin D + lEI {tii-Iz;) D - lEI (gnz) 2II<;I (HHz) 
0 

5~-39.8 . 3612.8 1829.1 Y-'l.'rl:l.p 3755.7 A ~: J. ± 1 ± l .$ 

(I 

3600.0 1928.2 X-'l'rap 3751.2 A 5525.9 ± 1 ± 1 ± 1 
~ . 

Exciton* 
. 0 

37l1o. 2 A 5537 .l~ :!; 0.5 357'1. 9 :t_ 0.5 1960.0 i~ 0.5 

:f:F • 
•requenc~es co:rr8spond to band 9enters (k ~;r. ) = -n: ca. • 
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Fir:u.re C;c.:ntion:; 
-~..:.;.--··~-·.~ ......... __ 

Flgure 1. · The opticaJ.1y dt~tected D-IE! zerofield i..ransit.ion of the Y-trap 

in tetracl;J 01;obcnzcne. Phosphor~:~cence moni torcd is the Y-:trap 

clecti·onic orie;in. 

Figure 2. The optically detected D-1 E I b?.nd.-to- band trannition associo.ted 

1dth the triplet exciton. The phosphorescence intensity of' the 

exciton electronic origin (o,o) is monj_tored us a function of fre

quency. The solid line is the theoretically predicted spectra. 

l''igure 3· 'l'he. optically d.etected D+IEI band-to-band transition asso

ciated with the triplet. exciton. The phosphorescence intensity of' 

the exciton electronic origin (o,o) is monitoredas a function of' 

frequency. The solid line is the theoretically 11best 11 f'it spectra 

using the theory developed in the previous paper . 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their ~mployees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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